Modification of GE75 Plan
Article 4 of the Regional Agreement

Modification procedure for an Assignment in the Plan or an addition
4.3.2

Modification procedure for an assignment in the Plan or for an addition
of a low-power channel (LPC)
4.3.3

Cancellation of an assignment entered in the Plan

Flowchart GE75-1
Flowchart GE75-2
Flowchart GE75-3
Adm. “A” requests a modification to the Plan (4.3.2.1)

- Does the information contain complete data?
  - Y: BR requests clarifications/returns the notice
  - N: BR identifies Adm. “B” whose assignments are affected (4.3.2.2)

On D1 the BR:
- Publishes in Part A of a GE75 Special Section the information received from Adm. “A” together with the name of the affected adm. that have given their agreement.
- Publishes the results of the calculation and the deadline for the receipt of comments (4.3.2.2), and informs Adm. “A” and “B” (4.3.2.3).

Adm. “C” may consider itself to be affected. It sends justifications to BR and Adm. “A” (4.3.2.4)

- Justifications In Conformity with 4.3.2.5?
  - Y: Objection accepted. BR includes Adm. “C” in the list of affected administrations.
  - N: Objection refused. BR informs Adm. “C”

Any Adm. may request Adm. “A” for additional information (4.3.2.7). In such case, the deadline is extended by 8 weeks (4.3.2.10).

Has Adm. “A” received objections within the 16 week period?
- N: Adm. “A” could also:
  - Request assistance from BR (4.3.5.1)
  - Modify its project (4.3.2.11)

Does the Adm. “A” requests entry in the Plan? (4.3.2.12)
- Y: BR verifies and publishes the information in Part B of a GE75 Special Section and updates the Plan (4.3.2.14)
- N: 2 months prior to the end of the one-year period (D1+305 days), the BR sends a reminder to the Adm. “A” that have not completed the procedure (Part A3 of the Rules of Procedure).

On Date D1+365 days, BR withdraws from the system those modifications of Adm. “A” that have not completed the procedure (Part A3 of the Rules of Procedure).
Adm. "A" requests modification of the characteristics of a low-power channel or an addition (4.3.3.1) 1 485 kHz – 1 584 kHz – 1 602 kHz

Information complete and in conformity with 4.3.3.1 and 4.3.3.2? (All necessary agreements obtained?)

BR returns the notice to the Adm. "A"

BR publishes the information in Part B of a GE75 Special Section and updates the Plan (4.3.3.3)
Flowchart GE75-3
Cancellation of an assignment entered in the Plan

Adm. “A” requests cancellation of an assignment entered in the Plan

Information complete?  

Y

BR publishes the information in Part C of a GE75 Special Section and updates the Plan (4.4)

N

BR returns the notice to the Adm. “A”